**Keswick & Derwentwater**
Keswick is a busy market town nestled beside the island-studded lake of Derwentwater, and a useful base for exploring Borrowdale, Buttermere and Whinlatter Forest.

**Grasmere & Central Lake District**
This lakeside village is best known as the former home of William Wordsworth, but it’s also a gateway to the dramatic, fell-framed valley of Great Langdale.

**Hill Top, Coniston & Hawkshead**
Guarded by the hulking Old Man of Coniston, Coniston Water inspired the classic children’s story *Swallows and Amazons*, while nearby Hawkshead has Beatrix Potter connections.

**Inland Cumbria**
Visit the sturdy market towns of Penrith and Kendal, admire the topiary of Levens Hall and gaze over the Scottish border from the battlements of Carlisle Castle.

**Ullswater**
Cruise the stately lake aboard one of Ullswater’s historic ‘steamers’, then tackle the surrounding fells, including the knife-edge ridge to the top of Helvellyn.

**Windermere & Around**
Cruise the islands and wander the shorelines of England’s largest lake, the centre of Lakeland tourism for more than a century.

**Western Lakes & Cumbrian Coast**
Often overlooked by visitors, Cumbria’s wind-blown coastline offers sandy beaches, historic ports, stately homes and dramatic headlands.